Design: How to Create a Vision and System for your Life (Impactivity Guides Book 3)

You’ve broken free from obstacles and are ready to pursue your dream, but where to begin?
You have so many ideas and so much excitement about the dream living inside you. You can
hardly wait to dive in and get busy. But WHERE TO START? All of your ideas seem too
vague to act upon, and you don’t know how to take the first step. Or perhaps you’ve only
glimpsed the dream, and figuring out how to get there seems an impossible task. You’re not
sure how keep everything organized or map out a plan. In Design, the third guide in the
Impactivity™ Series, bestselling author and noted entrepreneur Tracy Higley guides you
through practical and action-oriented steps to build a solid foundation of organization and
systems to pursue the unique adventure of your life. You’ll learn: How to discover strategies
and tactics to explode your productivity How to jumpstart your creativity to brainstorm tons of
ideas How to narrow your ideas the most effective or profitable How to create a trusted system
to stay on top of all the details of life and work How to put an end to scattered to-dos in your
email inbox, your desk, and in your head How to simplify your life down to your own personal
manifesto It’s time to find the clarity you need for success, chart out a strategic path, and get
equipped to pursue your life of Impactivity.™ This short guide is jam-packed with practical
wisdom, links to free resources and a process for designing the vision and system that will
transform your life. “Inspiring, challenging, and freeing. The best book for Christian
entrepreneurs Ive ever read.” ~Lacy Williams, USA Today bestselling author and small
business owner “Tracy Higley is John Maxwell for women! Empowering, practical and
inspiring, Impactivity was exactly what I needed to help focus my goals, my dreams and my
daily to-do list into a life of Impactivity. If you want to stop running in circles and start
moving forward to make an impact on your world—and love doing it—this series is exactly
what you need.” ~Susan May Warren, best-selling novelist and founder of My Book Therapy,
a craft and coaching community for novelists “I’m pretty sure Tracy Higley cut out a picture
of me, stuck it on her computer monitor, and wrote Impactivity just for over-achieving me...
This guide has given me much to think about in terms of my impact on this world, and my
health in the midst that pursuit.” ~Mary DeMuth, author of Worth Living: How God’s Wild
Love for you Makes you Worthy
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